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The paper consists of two parts. In the first part a previous result by Solari 
[(1969) /. Roy. Statist. Sot. Ser. B 311 for a simplified two-variable model is 
generalized to the multivariate case. In the second part the behaviour of the 
likelihood surface is clarified when we have replications of observations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The models to be studied in the present paper have been surveyed by Moran 
[2]. It is apparent from this survey that most theoretical results on these models 
are obtained in rather simplified situations. The aim of the present paper is an 
attempt to improve this situation in one aspect, namely maximum likelihood 
estimation in the so-called functional models. (For a further description of these 
models we refer to Moran [2]). 
In the first part a previous result by Soiari [S] for a simplified two-variable 
model is generalized to the multivariate case. In the second part the behaviour 
of the likelihood surface is clarified when we have replications of observations. 
Since Solari’s procedure does not seem to be easily generalized to the multi- 
variate case our results are obtained by a different route. Our approach also 
demonstrates the connection between the likelihood surfaces in the two cases, 
i.e. with and without replications of observations. Finally, as a background for 
structural and functional models we again refer to Moran’s survey [2]. 
2. THE LIKELIHOOD SURFACE IN THE GENERAL FUNCTIONAL MODEL 
WITHOUT REPLICATION OF OBSERVATIONS 
In this section we shall concider the following model: 
Model I 
,!a = p + E !t) 3 3 3 T (j = I,. 2 ,..., G; t = 1, 2 ,..., T) (2-l) 
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and for every observation t, the G fixed (non-random) variables [it), tit),..., Sl,“’ 
are connected by the equation 
i y&’ - y. = 0, t = 1, 2,..., T (2.2) 
i=l 
The formulation given by eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) is quite standard in the functional 
case. The observable variables are denoted by the X’s and the unobservable 
systematic components by the 5’s. The E’S appearing in (2.1) are often called 
measurement errors, and we shall assume that the measurement errors l )’ = 
( (t) Cl 
(t) 
, E2 ,*-a, l ) are normally, independently and identically distributed for all t 
with zero means and covariance matrix: 
Vt (2.3a) 
where Q is a diagonal matrix with diagonal terms (0, , O2 ,..., Oo), and a2 is a 
positive scalar. Since (2.3a) is unaffecte’d by multiplying u2 and dividing the 
diagonal terms 0, , O2 ,..., Oc with an arbitrary scalar, (2.3a) requires some 
normalization on D. We shall assume: 
g1 03 = 1 (2.3b) 
(The symbol ’ means the transpose of the vector in question). 
So far we note that Model I involves the following unknown parameters: 
yj(j = 0, I,..., G), .$“‘(j = 1, 2 ,..., G; t = 1, 2 ,***> T), e,(j = 1, 2 ,..., G) 
finally u2. We note that because of (2.2) only G - 1 of the unknown tjt) 
and 
can be 
chosen independently for every t when yi ,..., yG and ~a are given. In the same 
way because of (2.3b) only G - 1 of the B’s can be independent. 
The likelihood function for the sample is given by: 
L = (2m2)-(1/2)Gr(e, . e2 . . . eG)-(1’2)T exp --(1/2)(r2 i 5 e;l(xf) _ ~32 . 
I t=1 3=1 1 
(2.4) 
In the present section we shall clarify the extremal values of (2.4) subject to 
(2.2) in two different situations: 
(A) The parameters 0,) 0, ,..., 0, are assumed known. This assumption 
implies that the ratios of the error variances are known. 
(B) No a priori conditions besides (2.3a-b) are imposed on the covariance 
matrix of the measurement errors. 
Before we study the situations indicated by (A) and (B) above, we give the 
following simple result. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The Zihelihoodfunction (2.4) subject to (2.2) and (2.3b) does 
not have any absolute maximum. 
Proof. The case G > 2 is considered first. 
We fix arbitrary values of a2 and rj(i = 0, l,..., G). Then we consider two 
particular values of i, say i = K and j = h and put (2’ = Xc’, &” = Xr) for 
t = 1, 2,..., T. Then the terms of the exponent containing Bk: and 3, vanish. 
Next we vary ek and 8, while the remaining B’s are kept fixed. Let 8, decrease as 
l/n, then because of (2.3b) eA must be increased accordingly, i.e. 0,, = 
(n(1 - 01) - l)/ n w h ere OL is the sum of the B’s which are kept fixed. The expo- 
nential function appearing in (2.4) is not affected by this variation in 8, and t& , 
but the product (0, . 8, ... 0,) can be made arbitrarily small and accordingly 
the likelihood function (2.4) arbitrarily large by this variation in OK and &, . 
Similar arguments will work in the case G = 2. In this case we put .$I = Xitb 
for t = 1, 2 ,..., T and vary 0, . By letting 0r approach to zero, (0, will then tend 
to 1 because of 2.3b), the exponential function in (2.4) will tend to a finite limit, 
while the product (0, . 0,) will become arbitrarily small and hence (2.4) arbi- 
trarily large. 
Then we proceed to consider Model I in situation (A). This case has been 
considered by Koopmans [I] but since Koopmans did not explain his approach 
clearly, we shall prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Consider Model I and assume that 9,) 8, ,..., 0, are given 
a priori. Then the likelihood functzon (2.4) subject to (2.2) will attain a maximum. 
In order to simplify the notation we define the vectors: 
t = 1, 2 ,..., T. 
Further, instead of maximizing (2.4) subject to (2.2) we shall follow the 
equivalent procedure, namely to minimize H = -1ogL subject to (2.2) with 
respect to f, ys, 9, 5”) ,..., [(,). 
Proof. Let us fix arbitrary values of {us, ys , p} and put 
IQ?), p,..., a$=)) = H(dd, yO ,y, &‘,..., p*)). (2.5) 
Because of (2.2) the relevant Lagrangian becomes: 
F(p), &T(2) )..., p> = I@” ,...) $“) + i h,(~f(“) - yo). (2.6) 
t-1 
From (2.5) it follows that for fixed values of u2, y,, and 7, K(e) is a convex 
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function of [u)),..., l(r). Since the T restrictions are linear function for fixed 
values of (ya , p) it follows that F(.) given by (2.6) is convex. Then it is a fan&r 
fact in Lagrangian theory that the stationary point of F with respect to (&), 
[(a),..., ,$r)) corresponds to a global minimum of K(-) on(2.2)(see Whittle[6] ch. 3). 
Next the stationary values of (&,..., t(r)) (obtained from (2.6)) denoted 
(g(l)*,..., p-q are substituted into H eq. (2.5), and we then define 
E(02, y,, ,v) = H(02, y,, , p, l(l)*, [t2)* ,..., [(=)*). (2.7) 
We then keep (u2, y) fixed and minimize E(e) with respect to ‘ys . We obtain: 
Since 
h-l 
where X,, = i Xf’/T. 
t-1 
E(o”, yo, f) = (l/2) GT log(2m2) + (1/2)T log(8, - 0, --a d,) 
we observe from aE/aY, that for fixed a2 and 9, E(e) is decreasing to the left and 
increasing to the right of the point given by (2.8). Hence 7: corresponds to a 
global minimum of E(u2, ‘yo , 7) for fixed a2 and 7. 
Next we define 
B(02, f) = E(g, d, $9 
= (l/2) GT log(2&) + (1/2)T log(8, - 6, --* 0,) + C(f)/2a”, (2.9) 
where 
c(f4 = f  ( Fl YjtxP’ - xj))“i( $l bYh2)* 
B c 
(2.10) 
We then keep u2 fixed and minimize B(e) or equivalently C with respect to F- 
It is convenient to write C as: 
C(Y) = p’Mj+‘Qp, (2.11) 
where M is the symmetric positive definite matrix whose elements are given by 
m, = i (Xi(t) - XJ(Xi”’ - X,). 
t-1 
We observe that C(p) is homogeneous of order zero. It follows that the values 
of C(f) are completely determined by the points 9 on the ellipsoid 
jx2f = 1. (2.12) 
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Since the ellipsoid is a compact set it follows that there exist points F* and ,** 
on this ellipsoid that minimize and maximize C(y), respectively. Simple calcula- 
tions show that the gradient of C(F) is 
grad C(y) = 2(Mf - C(p) L$)/y’Qf, where grad C(f)’ = (aCj+, ,..., aC/+o) 
(2.13) 
Hence grad C(y) = 0 only if 
My = C(f) QF, (2.14) 
i.e., if and only if 7 is an eigenvector of M relative to Q. From (2.13) we also 
observe that the eigenvalues of M relative to Q are the stationary values of C(.). 
Since we wanted to minimize C(y) we choose that point denoted by j?* above, 
and the corresponding value of C( .) is given by the smallest eigenvalue which we 
shall denote by 
P = W”) 
Substituting this value for C(f) in (2.9) we get: 
(2.15) 
A(a2) = B(02, y*) = *GT log(27r02) + &T log(8, . 8s ... 0,) + ,u/2a2. (2.16) 
From (2.16) we finally obtain 
u2* = p/GT. (2.17) 
This stationary point clearly corresponds to a global minimum of A( .) since it 
follows from &l/&r2 that A(@) . IS d ecreasing to the left and increasing to the right 
of the point u2 = p/GT. 
But then we have shown that the point (u2*, y$ , y*, t(r)*,..., f(z)*} corresponds 
to a global minimum of -1ogL subject to (2.2), i.e., to a global maximum of L 
subject to (2.2). 
For given 0,) e2 ,..., 8, this maximum becomes: 
L* = (2,4-(1/2)cr (e, . e2 . . . e,)-(l/W (&T)-(1/2)GT (2.18) 
where p,is the smallest root of the equation: 
ml1 - P e 1 ml2 -.* mlG 
m21 m22 - PO2 - m2G 
mG1 mG2 “’ mGG - PeG 
mij = i (Xp’ - &)(Xj’t’ - Xi). 
t=1 
= 0 (2.19) 
(2.20) 
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Since the matrix M = {mij) is assumed to be positive definite, the roots of (2.19) 
are all positive. Finally we note that for given (8, , 0, ,..., Bo) the remaining roots 
of (2.19) correspond to saddle points of the likelihood function (2.4). 
Thus we have shown that in situation (A), (2.4) subject to (2.2) will attain a 
global maximum. This is worth noting since some statisticians seem to believe 
that this case too corresponds to a saddle point of (2.4) (see i.e. Robertson [4] 
p. 354). 
It is now tempting to carry the maximizing procedure a step further and 
derive maximum likelihood estimators of the diagonal terms (0, , 8, ,..., 0,). We 
note that a clarification of this situation will be an extension of results given by 
Solari [5] for the two-variable case. Besides the rather trivial fact of using a 
different normalization rule Solari’s model is identical to that given by eqs. 
2.1-2.2) with G = 2. Perhaps we should also note that Solari puts the intercept 
term equal to zero in order to handle the analysis. 
The remaining parts of this section will be devoted to this clarification. We 
then return to eq. (2.18) above. 
Although 0, , 8, ,..., Oc and TV appear as independent variables in L* we note 
that only 0,) 0s ,..., eG can be chosen independently since p is then determined 
from (2.19). The problem of studying the behaviour ofL* (2.18) when t9,, e, ,..., 
OG and p are varied subject to (2.19) seems to be hopelessly opaque. 
‘We shall therefore attack this problem by a different route. We will then 
need some results related to matrix theory which we shall give first. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be the symmetric positive definite matrix whose 
elements are given by (2.20), and let 52 denote the diagonal matrix with diagonal 
tmttkt el , e, ,..., tic (aZZ positive). Finally let t.~ be the smallest et&value of M 
relative to Q. Then the quadratic form p(M - 4) 8 is non-negative definite. 
Proof. Under the hypotheses of this proposition we have shown above 
(eqs. 2.11-2.14) that the smallest eigenvalue p of M relative to 8 is the minimum 
value of the quotient C(;p> = ~M-%!/~‘Q~. H ence for any non-zero real vector 
8 we have dlMx/pQx > TV, and consequently ;P’(M - $2) 8 > 0. 
As noted above, p is the smallest root of (2.19). We shall then define: 
vi = p4 , i = 1, 2 ,..., G. (2.21) 
where p is the smallest root of (2.19) and ei are the diagonal terms of 52. Since 
p and 0, are all positive, it follows that vr , va ,..., vG are positive. We also note 
that there will be a one-to-one correspondence between v1 , va ,..., vG and 
p, e r ,..., t9o by (2.21) and the normalization (2.3b). 
We then return to (2.18) and making use of (2.21), it is easily observed that 
the maximum value L* becomes: 
P = (2,e)-(l/z)Gr (GT)(l/a)” (q . v2 . . . vG)-(l/2)~ (2.22) 
683/g/I-10 
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We shall interprete or , ~1s ,..., vc as coordinates of a point in a G-dimensional 
Cartesian space. Then it follows from the definition of vj that vr , vs ,..., ~c 
must satisfy the equation 
ml1 - Vl na12 .” ?G 
m21 m22 - v2 .‘. m2G = 0. (2.23) 
mG1 mG2 ’ ” mGG - zIG 
The set of values (p, 0, ,..., So) which are possible as solutions to our problem, 
will be called feasible. From above it follows that the components of any feasible 
vector (p, 0, ,..., 0,) are all positive with ~~=r 0, = 1. In addition it follows from 
proposition 2.3 that p and the O’s must be chosen in such a way that (M - ,.Q) 
(where Sz is the diagonal matrix with diagonal terms 0, , e2 ,..., 6,) is non- 
negative definite. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the sets 
(P, 4, @, ,..., eG.) and (vl, co2 ,... , vo) it follows that for any feasible solution 
zJ,O, 020,..., WGO we shall also have that (M - V”) is non-negative definite, (where 
V” is the diagonal matrix with diagonal terms 0~0, 020,..., ~0.) This means that the 
set of feasible values (wr , u2 ,..., wo) constitutes only a part of the surface (2.23). 
It has been shown by Reiersol ([3] pp. 14-15) that the set of feasible values 
‘ur , us ,..., ho are situated on that part of the surface (2.23) which is nearest to 
the origin in the positive orthant (the region of the space where all coordinates 
are positive). Let V be a diagonal matrix with diagonal terms zll , v2 ,..., ZIP , then 
Reiersol([3] p. 15) shows that the region in the or , ~1~ ,..., ~1~ space which makes 
(M - V) non-negative definite, is one connected region. For our problem we 
are only interested in that part of this region which is situated in the positive 
orthant. We shall denote this by DM , and it follows from Reiersol([3] p. 15) that 
the boundary of D, is given by: 
that part of (2.23) which is nearest to the origin in the positive orthant. (2.24) 
In the subsequent discussion we shall use the result given in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The set DM is convex. 
Proof. Let us consider the matrix 
ml1 - al 
i i 
m,, .** %G 
mzl m22 - v2 a** m2G (2.25) 
llZGl mG2 .*. mGG - VG 
as a function of wr , v2 ,..., vG . Let 5’ = (wr , v2 ,..., PIN) and Zz’ = (~a , u2 ,..., uo) 
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be two arbitrary points in D, . Let V and U denote two diagonal matrices whose 
diagonal terms are (~1~ , ~1~ ,..., Q) and (or , ua ,..., uG), respectively. By hypo- 
thesis we then have 
2(M - V) 3i: > 0, 4’(M - U) f > 0, (2.26a-b) 
where 4 is any real vector. Let A E (0, 1) an d multiply (2.26a) by X and (2.26b) by 
(1 - h). Adding these two terms we find 
Z’(M - (hV + (1 - h) U)) 4 3 0 for any f. (2.27) 
Hence (2.27) is non-negative definite, therefore AV + (1 - h) UE D,,, . Since 
V and U are arbitrary, the proposition is proved. 
Since DM is bounded from above by (2.24), it follows that the surface given 
by eq. (2.24) is concave towards the origin. 
Then we return to (2.22) and prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The function P (2.22) has a minimum but no maximum on 
(2.24). 
Proof. In order to see that this is true, it is sufficient to consider the product 
(fh * % .a* Q) near one of the edges of (2.24). Along an edge of (2.24) at least 
one of the coordinates (vr , va ,..., vG) can be made arbitrarily small, and therefore 
also the product (z+ * w, a.1 wo) can be made arbitrarily small. Since this holds 
good along any edge of (2.24), it follows that the product (or . o, *+. (uo) will 
attain a maximum on (2.24). Inspection of (2.22) shows that this point corres- 
ponds to a minimum of P. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The minimum of (2.22) on (2.24) will be unique. 
Proof. We have shown above that the surface given by (2.24) is concave 
towards the origin. The surface in the positive orthant given by zll . ZJ~ ..* oG = k, 
where k is a positive constant is strictly convex towards the origin, and moves 
away from the origin as K increases. Hence there will be only one point of 
tangency between the surface given by (2.24) and that given by V, . oz *.* v, = k. 
This point corresponds to a maximum of (zlr . z(a ... Q) on (2.24), and therefore 
to a minimum of (2.22). 
When we have determined the point (z)~O, QO,..., vGo) which minimize (2.22), 
the corresponding values of CL, 0, , 0, ,..., Bc are determined by using (2.21) and 
the normalization x:-r Bi = 1. We observe that $’ = cTD1 vj” and 0,’ = 
v~O/& wio. Because of the one-to-one correspondence between (~~a,..., wGo) 
and (PO, &O,..., B,O), the point (PO, Qr”, 8a”,..., Boo) corresponds to a minimum of 
L* (2.18) subject to (2.24) and (2.3b). This fact together with proposition 2.2 
imply: 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let us consider Model I in situation (B) above. Then the 
stationary point of (2.4) subject to (2.2) and (2.3b) corresponds to a saddle point. 
Proposition 2.7. is the extension to the multivariable case of results given by 
Solari [5] in a simplified two-variable model. 
Indeed, the proof of prop. 2.7 tells us why the maximum likelihood procedure 
fails in situation (B), and what could be done to make it again workable. For 
instance, if we supplemented situation (B) with lower bounds for Br , i.e., 
G 
6k > a& > 0, where c ak<l, 
k-l 
then it can be shown that the maximum likelihood procedure again will work. 
3. ON THE LIKELIHOOD SURFACE IN THE CASE OF 
REPLICATION OF OBSERVATIONS 
In this section we shall treat the following model: 
Model II 
(3.1) 
j = 1, 2,..., G; i = 1, 2 ,..., N, t = 1, 2,..., T 
(3.2) 




As in the preceding section ~1~)’ = (E$), l $r,..., E::) is the vector of measure- 
ment errors. We shall also assume that these errors are normally, independently 
and identically distributed for all t and i with zero means and covariance matrix 
given by (3.3a). Also in this section we shall assume that Sa is ‘a diagonal matrix 
with diagonal terms 6,) 0s ,..., t9o . Apart from (3.1) the model above is identical 
to that treated in the preceding section. Eq. (3.1) says that we have N observa- 
tions on every unobservable, non-random variable 5jtr. 
The likelihood function for the sample becomes: 
H = (2&)--(1/2)Gh’74 . ,j2 . . . &)-(lf2)Nr 
T  N G 
(3.4) 
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In this section we shall only consider the case with no a priori conditions on 
the covariance matrix besides (3.3a-b). 
It is interesting to compare our results in this section with those obtained in 
the preceding section. Therefore, let us assume that the diagonal terms 
4 , 4 ,*-*> 13, are given a priori, and then maximize (3.4) subject to (3.2) with 
respect to the other unknown parameters. By a procedure similar to that applied 
in the proof of proposition 2.2, the maximum of the likelihood function (3.4) for 
given 6,) 6, ,..., 0, becomes 
jp = (2?Te)-(1/2)GNT(el . da . . . e,)-(lfz)NT 
I( 
TN G -(I~+GNT 
x c c c e;-'cx! - X!;')" + (3.5) 
t=1 i-1 5=1 
We note that (3.5) corresponds to (2.18) in thepreceding section. We also note 
that v appearing in (3.5) is the smallest root of the equation: 
* 
ml1 - 4 




ma2 - ve, - 
* 
m2G = a 
. 
4% mgG - veG. 
where we have used the definitions 
mn* = f (Xf - X*)(X!;' - X,'"'), 
t=1 
X,, = i 5 X$NT, 
t=1 $4 
X.,, = 5 X$)/N. 
id 
Then let us set 
We = ve, , j = 1, 2 ,..., G. 
Then the maximum of (3.4) when e, , e, ,..., do is given, becomes: 




,c, szl 5& w?(X!;' - X!;')" + N)/GNT/ 
-(I/~)GNT 
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As in the preceding section we shall interprete w1 , wa ,..., wo as coordinates 
of a point in the G-dimensional Cartesian space. Then the condition that v  is 
the smallest root (3.6) is equivalent to the condition that wr , wa ,..., wo is situated 
on the part of the surface 
Which is nearest to the origin in the positive orthant. The arguments for this 
statement are identical to those given for (2.24), and need not be repeated here. 
Further, the correspondence between (wr , w, ,..., wG) and (v, S, , BE ,..., BG) is 
again one-to-one, and for given (wr”, ~a~,..., wGo) we have v” = Cjcl wj” and 
9j = Wj”/C Es1 who. In order to simplify the analysis, we shall write (3.8) as: 
Q = (24-‘1/2’GNT (h(w))-‘WNT, (3.10) 
where 
Q.0) = ul(wa * ws *** WGw;-G)l’G + aa(wl * wg -*- WGW;-G)l’G 
-+ *-- + ~c(wl * W, *-a wG-~w~~)“~ + (wl * W, .** WG)“‘/GT, (3.11) 
where 
aj = fj f (X$ - X$))aIG~T. 
t-1 i=l 
For our purpose it is sufficient to consider (3.11) when w = (wr , wa ,..., euG) 
are varied on: 
that part of (3.9) w zc is nearest to the origin in the positive orthant. h’ h (3.12) 
Then we shall prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. h(w) given by (3.11) attains a global minimum on (3.12). 
Proof. In order to see that this is true, it is sufficient to consider the sum of 
the first G radicands appearing in (3.11) near one of the edges of (3.12). Along 
an edge of (3.12) at least one of the coordinates (wl, w, ,..., wo) can be made 
arbitrarily small, but then at least one of the first G radicands appearing in (3.11) 
can also be made arbitrarily small. However, since the product of these radicands 
is equal to one, it follows that at least one of the remaining radicands can be made 
arbitrarily large. But then h(w) (3.11) will also become arbitrarily large. Since 
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this holds good along any edge of (3.12), it follows that /z(w) attains a minimum 
on (3.12). 
Since a minimum of (3.11) corresponds to a maximum of (3.10), we have 
shown: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Consider Model II above. Then the likelihood surface (3.4) 
attains a maximum with respect to variation in all unknown parameters. 
Finally, if we compare the likelihood surfaces in the two models, i.e., (2.18) 
and (3.5) we observe that (2.18) is a special variant of (3.5). The point is, of 
course, that without replication of observations the terms &lcf, (Xji’ - 
X!f’)2/GNT appearing in (3.5) are equal to zero (j = 1,2,..., G). 
In conclusion we also observe that our results in the present section settle the 
conjecture made by Moran [2]. Moran states (p. 251): “In this case, Villegas 
gives the maximum likelihood estimators which, in contrast to Solari’s case, are 
probably regular and corresponded to maxima, but this requires further investi- 
gation.” 
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